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Abstract—Existing static analysis tools require significant programmer effort. On large code bases, static analysis tools produce
thousands of warnings. It is unrealistic to expect users to review such a massive list and to manually make changes for each warning.
To address this issue we propose CCBot (short for CodeContractsBot), a new tool that applies the results of static analysis to existing
code through automatic code transformation. Specifically, CCBot instruments the code with method preconditions, postconditions, and
object invariants which detect faults at runtime or statically using a static contract checker. The only configuration the programmer
needs to perform is to give CCBot the file paths to code she wants instrumented. This allows the programmer to adopt contract-based
static analysis with little effort. CCBot’s instrumented version of the code is guaranteed to compile if the original code did. This
guarantee means the programmer can deploy or test the instrumented code immediately without additional manual effort. The inserted
contracts can detect common errors such as null pointer dereferences and out-of-bounds array accesses. CCBot is a robust
large-scale tool with an open-source C# implementation. We have tested it on real world projects with tens of thousands of lines of
code. We discuss several projects as case studies, highlighting undiscovered bugs found by CCBot, including 22 new contracts that
were accepted by the project authors.
Index Terms—contract-based verification, automated patching, assertions, class invariants
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I NTRODUCTION

Static analysis tools help programmers improve their code,
but for large projects, the number of annotations and warnings quickly gets overwhelming. A Stack Overflow question
reads (emphasis ours) [1]:
We have started using a static analyzer (Coverity)
on our code base. We were promptly stupefied
by the sheer amount of warnings we received
(it[’]s in the hundreds of thousands), it will take
the entire team a few months to clear them all
(obliviously [sic] impossible).
A static analysis tool dumping a huge list of warnings on the programmer is not an efficient approach. The
programmer cannot understand a warning without seeing
the surrounding code. For each error, she must look up
the error location in her editor or IDE, resulting in many
context switches between different windows. Some tools
(e.g. Coverity1 ) have addressed this issue by presenting their
own GUI, but the programmer must learn the new GUI and
might prefer another interface.
One approach to reducing the number of warnings
is adding annotations. In general, the annotations might
disable certain messages, specify the intended behavior of
the program, or enable/disable analysis on some piece of
code. These manual annotations are manageable in small
examples, but not for large code bases when starting from a
completely unannotated code base.
Another approach to reducing the size of the list of
warnings is calculating a confidence rating on each warning
to heuristically filter out low confidence warnings. This
can be based on internal metrics or historical bug data [2].
1. https://scan.coverity.com/

However, a heuristic based approach will always have a
false alarm rate.
While presenting the results to the user is a major problem for every static analysis tool [3], this work focuses on
contract-based static analysis. Contracts are method preconditions, postconditions, and object invariants.
Case studies have shown that annotation burden is a
primary factor limiting the adoption of contract-based static
analysis [4]. It is tedious to start using contracts from scratch
on a large code base and wide coverage is required to get
the most benefit.
If a piece of code does not have any contracts, i) a static
contract checker will not find anything interesting and ii)
at runtime the errors that would be caught by the contract
checks will slip by. Hundreds of new contracts might be
needed to give reasonable coverage to a large code base.
Surveys have shown that 33% of program elements typically
have contracts [5] and that assertions comprise up to 5%
of all lines of code in design-by-contract software [6]. In
our evaluation for FluentValidation, the maximum coverage
was reached with the insertion of 642 new contracts in 3,000
lines of code.
To address this fundamental problem, we have developed CCBot, which makes contract-based static analysis
programmer friendly by automatically inserting inferred
contracts into existing code. For projects that do not already use contracts, CCBot adds many contracts quickly, but
also supports incremental addition of contracts (considering
existing contracts). By utilizing cccheck [7], which soundly
infers and verifies contracts, CCBot can automatically mitigate null pointer dereferences, array out of bounds, integer
overflows, and floating point precision mismatches. For
example, the code in Listing 1 is a simplified version of a bug
from our case studies. Without CCBot’s new contract in the
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constructor (highlighted), the method PeekFirst will later
throw a null pointer exception if the Queue constructor’s
argument is null. This is confusing to the user of this API
because the exception and the root cause are located in different methods. Adding the highlighted contract improves
the robustness of the code in by:
1)
2)
3)

comments [9], but CodeContracts are valid C# code. This
allows C# IDEs and tools to interact with the contracts in the
same manner as regular code. For example, in Visual Studio
the user can right-click on a variable in a contract and jump
to its definition. CodeContracts provides a class Contracts
with methods Ensures, Requires, Assume, and Invariant.
Each of these methods have the following parameters:

documenting that the pts parameter should not be
null;
adding a runtime check that “fails fast,” i.e., as soon
as the invalid parameter is given; and
providing the static checker with more information
to prove/disprove other contracts.

1)
2)
3)

public class Queue
{
List < int > _items ;
public Queue ( List < int > items ) {
Contract.Requires(items != null);
_items = items ;
}
public int PeekFirst () {
_items . Sort () ;
return items [0];
}
}

2.1.1

public static void ZeroAt ( List < int > orig , int
index ) {
Contract . Requires ( orig != null ):
Contract . Requires (0 <= index );
Contract . Requires ( index < orig . Length );
Contract . Ensures ( orig [ index ] == 0) ;
orig [ index ] = 0;
}

Automatically inserting the contracts, rather than presenting a list of warnings, has two usability benefits that
reduce the effort required from the programmer. The programmer can i) view the contracts in place for context, using
familiar tools and ii) accept or test the modified version of
their code without any manual steps.
CCBot has annotated tens of thousands of lines of code
from real projects including internal Microsoft projects and
open source projects from GitHub. We have conducted
several case studies to show CCBot is robust enough for
real-world use and that it finds previously undiscovered
bugs. Our contributions are:

2)

2

Listing 2. A simple Requires/Ensures example.

2.1.2

Invariant

Invariant contracts are properties that will always hold
whenever an object is visible to the client. Dynamically the checks are made after the return of every public method (including the constructor). Invariant
can only appear in a special method marked with the
ContractInvariantMethod attribute. Each class can have at
most one ContractInvariantMethod. As example class with
an ContractInvariantMethod is show in Listing 3.

design and implementation of an automatic contract
insertion mechanism called CCBot; and
evaluation and cases studies of applying CCBot to
large, real code bases.

BACKGROUND
class Bucket {
List < int > container ;
public Bucket ( int n_slot ) {
container = new List < int >() ;
}
[ ContractInvariantMethod ]
private static void
BucketObjectInvariant () {
Contract . Invariant ( container != null );
}
}

To make the description of the design and implementation
of CCBot clear, we must first describe the existing tools
CCBot makes use of, namely CodeContracts, cccheck, and
Roslyn. These are not part of the contribution of this work,
but they are needed to understand CCBot.
2.1

Ensures, Requires, and Assume

Requires and Ensures represent pre- and postconditions
respectively. Listing 2 shows an example of a method with
Requires and Ensures contracts. Requires and Ensures must
appear at the start of a method body before any other statements while Assume can appear anywhere in the method
body. An Assume is a fact that the static checker should
assume will hold during program execution.

Listing 1. An example CCBot transformation.

1)

a Boolean predicate, i.e., the condition that should
hold in the code;
(optionally) a message to print when the Boolean is
false; and
(optionally) an exception to raise when the Boolean
is false.

CodeContracts

CodeContracts is a language agnostic way of expressing
preconditions, postconditions, and object invariants [8]. For
the purposes of this paper, we focus on C#. CodeContracts
provides the option of checking the contracts dynamically
or statically. Some contract frameworks put contracts in

Listing 3. A simple ObjectInvariant example.
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2.1.3

All the contracts inferred by cccheck are sound. In this
context, “sound” means the new contracts never remove
“good” executions, i.e., those that did not cause an exception. This means inserting the contracts is a so called verified
repair [10] – one that will reduce the number of bad traces,
but will increase or keep the number of good traces.
The input to cccheck is a Microsoft Common Intermediate Language (CIL) assembly and configuration options.
Cccheck performs its static analysis over the assembly and
outputs suggested contracts in addition to a list of warnings. Examples of warnings might include that cccheck can
determine that a contract will never hold or that a certain
Boolean predicate is always true or false leading to the
untaken branch being dead code.
Cccheck uses the contracts in the code and the semantics
of the CIL to build a partial specification of the program.
The CIL gives implicit contracts. For example, dereferencing
foo results in an implicit contract that foo should not be
null. Cccheck infers necessary preconditions [11], i.e., if the
precondition is false the method will fail, but the precondition holding does not guarantee the method will succeed.
Similarly, cccheck can find necessary conditions on object
invariants. These are conditions on object fields that when
violated imply there exists a call trace (including object
construction and potentially other methods) that leads to
a contract violation [12].

Contracts for Interfaces

Sometimes we would like to specify that all implementations of a certain interface should obey a contract. However,
this is complicated because interfaces cannot contain code.
CodeContracts’ solution to this problem is to create an
abstract class that holds the interface’s contracts. To link
the abstract class and the interface, there are two attributes,
ContractClass and ContractClassFor. For example, if the
original program (without any contracts) contains the code
in Listing 4, we want to specify that all implementers
of IShape should return a non-null value for GetEdges().
Otherwise, the function CalculatePerimeter would crash
when it invokes edges.Length().
public interface IShape {
List < Edges > GetEdges () ;
}
static void CalculatePerimeter ( IShape shape )
{
var edges = shape . GetEdges () ;
var n = edges . Length () ;
...
}
Listing 4. An interface to which we would like to add a contract.

This contract can be implemented by adding the abstract
class with the contract and attributes as shown in Listing 5.

2.3

[ ContractClass ( typeof ( IShapeContracts ) )]
public interface IShape {
List < Edges > GetEdges () ;
}
static void CalculatePerimeter ( IShape shape ) {
var edges = shape . GetEdges () ;
var n = edges . Length () ;
...
}
[ ContractClassFor ( typeof ( IShape ) ) ]
public abstract class IShapeContracts :
IShape {
List < Edges > GetEdges () {
Contract . Ensures (
Contract . Result < List < Edges > >() != null );
}
}

3

Listing 5. This example specifies contracts for an interface.

2.2

Roslyn

Roslyn is Microsoft’s open source C# and Visual Basic
compiler framework. Roslyn may be integrated into other
tools that manipulate not only the output assembly but the
original code itself. Example use cases for Rosyln are IDE
plugins, automatic refactoring tools, and diagnostic tools.
Roslyn provides syntactic and semantic APIs. The syntactic
API is for manipulating the actual text of the program.
The semantic API provides a fully resolved and searchable
model of all the symbols in the program. To use the semantic
model, Roslyn does not work on individual C# files but entire projects and solutions. In MSBuild terminology, a project
is a collection of source files and settings that produces a
single assembly. A solution is a group of projects with interproject dependencies and configurations.

3.1

D ESIGN
Automatic Contract Insertion

Our Automatic Contract Insertion tool (CCBot) directly
modifies the code under analysis without any programmer
intervention. This is in contrast to existing static analysis
tools that merely output a list of warnings the programmer
must manually address one-by-one. Our approach is more
programmer friendly and scalable than a list of warnings.
Removing the scalability and usability hurdles will have a
positive effect on contract-based tool adoption and development.
Johnson et al. conducted a large (n = 20) detailed static
analysis tool usability study [3]. They found that one of the
biggest user frustrations is having to juggle multiple windows. For example the paper reads, “For [two developers
surveyed], the biggest downside to using Coverity is that it is not

Cccheck

Cccheck (short for code contracts checker) infers and verifies contracts statically [8]. Errors found by cccheck include
null pointer deferences, array out of bounds, buffer overflows, integer overflows, and floating point precision mismatches. Cccheck uses abstract interpretation to determine
facts about the program, and uses these facts to generate
warnings and annotations. It uses assume/guarantee reasoning. When it is analyzing some method foo, it assumes
the contracts of all methods other than foo hold and checks
if foo’s contracts hold given those assumptions.
3
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capable of being integrated into their coding environment, leading
to a lot of clicking back and forth.” Automatically modifying
the code eliminates the switching problem.
The same survey also found that 14 out of 20 participants
expressed poorly presented tool output has a negative effect.
The participants felt that even if there were many warnings,
it would help to present them in a more user-friendly and
intuitive way. Again, directly modifying the code solves this
issue because they can see everything in context and using
their normal tools.
19 out of 20 participants said integrating the tool into
their workflow was important. Directly modifying the code
streamlines integration (viewing changes to code is part
of every open source developer’s work flow). Automatic
Contract Insertion integrates well with Continuous Integration (CI) which has become very popular in open source
development. CI is the practice of automatically executing
an integration test suite on every code commit [13]. Projects
might run their own CI server (e.g. Jenkins-CI [14]) or use
a CI service (e.g. Travis-CI [15]). The test suite can run on
both the original code and the modified code and report
both results. This gives three chances to find each bug. First,
the static analysis might find it. Second, the run of the CI test
suite after inserting the new contracts might find it. Third,
the CI run on the original code might find it. Having the
modified code pass the CI test suite gives the user extra
confidence that the automatic changes are correct.
The major practical hurdle is modifying the original
sources in a semantically correct way, so that the new code
retains all the valid executions of the original code. A purely
syntactic tool (a tool that just manipulates text) cannot provide this guarantee. The tool could be fooled into inserting
contracts in the incorrect place. For example, methods with
the same name in different classes or even identical classes
in different namespaces might confuse a text-based tool. Our
tool must fully parse the code and resolve all references
in order to build an accurate semantic model of the code.
Another benefit of fully parsing the code is that it allows
CCBot to recognize existing contracts. This enables CCBot
to eliminate duplicate contracts, and is required to comply
with the constraints CodeContracts requires on the ordering
of contract types. Our design requires the tool to work
equally well whether or not the code under analysis already
had contracts.
Improving software robustness through automatically
inserting contracts has limitations. The design space of fixes
for a given bug can be large [16]. CCBot is not a code synthesis tool. It is limited to adding new contracts the analyzer
can determine are correct. However, our case studies show
that these simple additions are useful to real programmers.
For example, if a class constructor receives an invalid parameter, it is better to “fail fast” and immediately report the
error message than to let the invalid data propagate leading
to a failure later on. In this case, a simple check with an
appropriate error message is at least an improvement on the
original code if not a fix. CCBot can create and insert these
types of contracts. We do not contend that CCBot’s new
contracts can fix all bugs, but in large real world projects
there is enough neglected code that finding and mitigating
bugs automatically is feasible.
While CCBot’s current implementation is closely tied to

CodeContracts, the idea of a static analysis tool automatically modifying the code under analysis can be extended to
other tools. Any type of analysis that suggests well defined
code modifications could fit the automatic transformation
model. Coupling CCBot with multiple (potentially more
sophisticated) analyzers expands the space of potential fixes
it can perform.
3.2

CCBot Design

At its core, CCBot is a source-to-source translation of C#
code. CCBot’s input is the code to be instrumented and
the output is the original code plus contracts. CCBot can
add all the types of contracts described in Section 2.1.
The added contracts detect and mitigate null-pointer dereferences, buffer overflows, integer overflows, and floating
point precision mismatches. CCBot integrates several existing tools: a static analyzer, a compiler, a version control system, and continuous integration testing, into a cohesive bug
finding and code improvement tool that runs automatically.
3.2.1 Static Analysis
CCBot does not implement a static analysis itself, but uses
cccheck. A key design requirement for CCBot is that the
user trusts the tool, so they do not feel the need to scrutinize
every individual contract. To meet this requirement, CCBot
uses a sound static analysis to guarantee the additions never
remove good executions from the original code. There is no
technical reason that CCBot could not use an unsound static
analysis, but we believe users would quickly abandon the
tool if they ran into too many false positives. In the context
of CCBot, a false positive would be a new contract that is too
strict, i.e., a valid execution of the original program exists
that violates the contract.
CCBot’s static analyzer gathers a partial specification of
the program’s behavior through existing contracts, if any,
and the semantics of the CIL. The semantics of the CIL give
implicit contracts. For example, the statement foo.bar();
gives the implicit contract foo != null (or else the program
would crash). Implicit contracts also arise from array accesses. If the static analyzer finds a contract whose negation
is satisfiable, that is a bug in the program. The analyzer
emits a warning when it cannot prove a contract is valid.
3.2.2 Compiler
The design of CCBot is to improve the code rather than
just notifying the programmer there is a bug. Accordingly,
CCBot uses a compiler framework to modify the buggy
code. CCBot’s modifications are restricted to new contracts
that check for the buggy behavior both statically and dynamically. These new contracts do not necessarily match the
fix the programmer would make but they mitigate the errors
by checking for invalid state early and failing fast.
An engineering benefit of using a compiler is that CCBot
can perform a sanity check. It can use the compiler to
check the modified code for compiler errors and revert any
modifications that lead to new errors. The compiler gives
the line number that contains the error so the contract that
was inserted at that line is deleted from the list of new
contracts and CCBot starts over from scratch with a smaller
list. In a perfect implementation the modifications would
4
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provide valuable end-to-end guarantees. These guarantees
are that CCBot’s augmented version of the code:
MSBuild

assembly

cccheck

Warnings
+
Contracts

1)
2)
src’

src

CCBot provides these guarantees using the Roslyn C#
compiler to always insert the contracts found by cccheck in
the semantically correct location. The new contracts are necessary preconditions for correct execution of the program,
so adding the new contracts never removes valid execution
traces from the program.
One might think that the problem is simple, and that a
tool could copy-paste text from the cccheck output into the
code. However, cccheck’s analysis is over the CIL. It does
not examine the program’s source code, so the mapping
from a cccheck suggestion to the resulting code with the
contracts inserted is far from trivial. Inserting the contracts
correctly requires the capability of searching and modifying
the code using fully resolved symbols.
A simple tool, like a code style checker, could provide
the exact lines and characters to be changed, but cccheck’s
analysis and suggestions are much more sophisticated. The
output of cccheck gives the text of the contract to be inserted,
but CCBot must determine where the contract should be inserted. Finding the correct location is crucial. If CCBot could
mistakenly make a change in the wrong location, it would
destroy any guarantees cccheck provides. For this reason
CCBot’s design does not trust cccheck to output accurate
line numbers, but instead uses the fully qualified name for
every class, field, method, interface, and namespace. While
two classes can have the same name, they cannot have the
same fully qualified name, i.e., two different namespaces
can have a class with the same name, but a single namespace
has to have unique class names. The static analyzer finds
where the bug occurs, but cannot know exactly where the
contract should go in the source code.
For example, cccheck will find interface contract violations in the methods of classes which implement the interface, but the new contracts should go in a ContractClassFor
associated with the interface. However, since cccheck operates over CIL, it does not know if the ContractClassFor exists. For a second example, the violations of object invariants
occur in the member functions, but the invariant contracts
go in the ContractInvariantMethod. Again, cccheck does not
know if the ContractInvariantMethod exists (or if it exists in
one of many partial class definitions). In these cases, CCBot
searches for the location where the new contract should be
inserted based on the location of the violation using the
symbol names.

Transformation
Logic
ReviewBot

Fig. 1. Overview of CCBot’s Transformation

Commit
ABCE

Commit
ABCD
Remote Repository (GitHub)

Merge
Commit
ABCD

ReviewBot

Commit
ABCE

ReviewBot’s Copy

Pull
Request*
*Only manual
step

Fig. 2. High-level flow chart of the CCBot mechanism.

never cause errors, but experience shows bugs can appear
in implementations of theoretically correct designs.
3.2.3 Version Control System
Since CCBot directly modifies the code, it needs some way
of saving the results that allows the user to easily merge or
revert the changes it made. It uses Git to facilitate this.
CCBot creates its own branch which effectively gives it
its own copy of the code to modify. Then it builds, analyzes,
and instruments the code locally. With the changes saved to
disk, it commits the code to its local repository. A high level
diagram of CCBot’s transformation is shown in Figure 1.
Since CCBot only inserts new statements and classes into
the code, Git can merge CCBot’s changes back into the
main repository with a single command. This workflow is
depicted in Figure 2.
3.3

Continuous Integration

Continuous Integration testing starts when CCBot’s changes
are committed. The Continuous Integration test run will
have contracts enabled. Dynamically checking that the contracts hold at runtime gives another way of finding new
bugs, in addition to what the static analyzer can find.

4

always compiles if the original program did; and
never removes a valid program execution of the old
code.

5

I MPLEMENTATION

CCBot’s implementation is over 7,500 lines of C# code.
The lines of code count is not huge because CCBot makes
efficient use of existing tools such as cccheck and Roslyn.
We have open sourced CCBot (MIT licensed) on Github2 .
We hope to incorporate improvements and feedback from
the community.

C ONTRACT I NSERTION C HALLENGES

Previously, programmers could use the above mentioned
tools separately, but CCBot combines them in a novel way to

2. https://github.com/scottcarr/ccbot

5
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non-CodeContracts statement. Consider the text in Listing 6.
It is impossible to syntactically determine if this is a call to
System.Diagnostics.Contracts.Contract.Requires or any
arbitrary static method named Requires belonging to an
arbitrary class named Contract.

CCBot’s main tasks are parsing the output of cccheck
and using Roslyn to find where the contracts should go
and insert them. CCBot uses Roslyn’s semantic and syntactic
APIs for manipulating C# source code. Opening the entire
MSBuild solution and selected project lets Roslyn resolve
references to other libraries and projects within the solution.
This gives CCBot the fully qualified name of every type,
method, field, and namespace even if it is defined externally.
The fully qualified name of each element is guaranteed to
be unique for a given project and configuration. This allows
the precise matching of cccheck’s suggestions (which come
from an analysis of bytecode) to symbols in the source code.
Roslyn’s syntactic API allows CCBot to insert contracts
into the code, while preserving whitespace, formatting, and
comments. If CCBot did not keep consistent formatting the
user would have to fix it manually, breaking the scalability
of our approach.
5.1

Contract . Requires ( arg0 != null );
Listing 6. We cannot syntactically determine if this call is to
System.Diagnostics.Contracts.Contract.Requires.

Even if we could forbid C# programmers from naming
classes Contracts or methods Requires (totally unrealistic),
we can write the same contract in arbitrarily many ways.
All of the contracts in Listing 7 are equivalent.

using Foo =
System . Diagnostics . Contracts . Contract ;
using System . Diagnostics . Contracts ;
...

Contract Verification and Inference

CCBot builds the project using MSBuild and starts cccheck’s
analysis of it. The output of cccheck is a large XML file with
a list of all the suggested contracts and warnings for the
entire project.
5.2

Class C {
public static F () ( Object arg0 ) {
System . Contracts . Contract . Requires ( arg0
!= null );
Contract . Requires ( arg0 != null );
Foo . Requires ( arg0 != null );
}
...
}

Contract Insertion

CCBot parses the XML file to find all the new contracts
for each method. To insert the contracts, CCBot prepends
statements to some method’s body. The complications (explained in detail in the subsequent sections) are ordering
rules, duplicate contracts, and contracts associated with an
interface or object rather than a specific method.
After inserting is done, CCBot uses Roslyn to check for
errors and reverts any new contracts that might have caused
the errors. When no new errors are returned by Roslyn, then
all the files are written to disk.

Listing 7. Examples of syntactically different but semantically equivalent
contracts.

Note that this same problem applies to Ensures equally
as Requires.
Checking for duplicate contracts is necessary because
the same annotation may be suggested multiple times by
cccheck. An example of this is interface annotations. There
may be multiple implementations of the interface, so when
cccheck analyzes the methods of each implementation, it
might infer the same annotation. Inserting the same annotation more than once would be syntactically valid as
long as it obeys the ordering constraints, but adds clutter,
so CCBot drops duplicate annotations. CCBot also checks
for an existing contract that is the same as the newly
suggested contract. When identifying duplicate contracts,
CCBot determines the type of contract and contract location
semantically, but the Boolean predicates of the contracts are
matched syntactically. This means that two contracts are
considered duplicates if:

5.2.1 Ensures and Requires
Ensures and Requires contracts are added to existing methods, so CCBot finds the method and inserts the contract.
Cccheck gives the file which contains the method and
the fully qualified name, which CCBot uses to locate the
method. With the method found, CCBot then parses the
recommended contract, checks for duplicates, and inserts
the new annotation subject to the ordering constraints. For
Requires and Ensures the ordering constraints are:
•
•

All Requires and Ensures come before any normal
body statements
All Requires come before all Ensures

The ordering means that CCBot cannot simply copy cccheck’s suggested contracts to the beginning of the method.
It must parse the existing contracts and combine them with
the newly suggested ones in sorted order by type. Even this
seemingly simple ordering step cannot be done syntactically
while still preserving CCBot’s correctness guarantee. For
example, consider the case of inserting a new Requires
contract into method Foo. CCBot must find the first nonRequires statement and insert the new contract before that
statement. To accomplish this, we need to classify an arbitrary statement into one of the CodeContracts types or a

•
•
•

both contracts should be inserted at the same location,
both contracts are the same type (Requires, Ensures,
Assume, or Invariant), and
the text of the predicate of both contracts matches
exactly.

This rule is effective for contracts suggested multiple times
by cccheck, because it generates contract predicates in a
consistent manner.
6
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in the same file as the interface. CCBot ensures that the
new class is uniquely named and implements each of the
interface’s methods. The Roslyn API has a method to create
the class with stub methods. CCBot inserts the contract into
the appropriate stub method and adds the attributes to the
class and interface.
If the interface already has the ContractClass attribute,
then a ContractClassFor already exists for this interface.
The class type that is the ContractClassFor is a parameter
of the ContractClass attribute. CCBot retrieves the type and
searches the project for the type. Again, this must be done
semantically, as CCBot does, and not syntactically, in order
to guarantee correctness. Using the resolved type symbol
guarantees CCBot finds the correct ContractClassFor. The
ContractClass attribute is typically written by C# programmers using the unqualified name of the ContractClassFor
class type. A syntactic tool would likely confuse the class
name with that of another class.
Generic interfaces raise an additional complication for
interface annotations because generic interfaces can have the
same name as long as they have a different number of type
parameters. An example of a generic interface is shown in
Listing 8. Each distinct parameterization is its own interface,
so it needs a separate ContractClassFor abstract class with
the same number of parameterized types. CCBot solves this
problem by obtaining the fully qualified interface names
from Roslyn’s semantic model plus the parameterized types,
but any approach that does not fully parse the original code
will almost certainly fail with interfaces like these. CCBot
is careful when inventing the name of the new abstract
class of a generic interface to avoid conflicts. CCBot invents
distinct names for each ContractClassFor by appending the
identifiers used to denote the generalized type(s) to the class
name. In the example in Listing 8, the ContractClassFor
name would be IDictionaryTKeyTValueContracts.

5.2.2 Assumes
Since Assume can appear anywhere in the body of a function
and is not subject to any ordering constraints, it is more
straightforward than Ensures and Requires. CCBot simply
inserts the location suggested by cccheck using the line
numbers provided by Roslyn’s syntactic API and checks for
duplicates.
5.2.3 Object Invariants
Inserting contracts for object invariants is complicated
by a few factors. Since cccheck operates on the CIL, it
just suggests that an invariant be added to the class
that contains a particular method. It does not know if a
ContractInvariantMethod exists for the class, where it is
defined, or what the name of the ContractInvariantMethod
is. CCBot must determine this.
The class in which the new invariants should be
added might already have a ContractInvariantMethod.
This is even further complicated by partial classes. In
C#, the partial keyword can be applied to a class definition which allows the definition to be split between
multiple files. CCBot must search the entire project to
find all partial definitions of the class to determine if any
of them contain a ContractInvariantMethod. CCBot gathers all the (partial) definition(s) of the class and checks
the attributes of each method in the definition for the
ContractInvariantMethodAttribute using the fully qualified symbol. If no ContractInvariantMethod is found, CCBot
creates one and inserts the contracts, otherwise the contracts
go in the existing method. In either case, duplicates are
removed as before.
Note that locating the ContractInvariantMethod cannot
be done correctly syntactically because of all of the following:
•
•

•

The attribute symbol must be fully resolved to avoid
confusion with other similarly named types.
The ContractInvariantMethod may not be in the
same file that contained the method in which cccheck
found the contract violation.
The ContractInvariantMethod is not required to have
any particular name.

public interface IDictionary < TKey , TValue > {
public void Add ( TKey key , TValue value );
...
}
Listing 8. An example of a genereric interface.

CCBot follows the convention of naming the method
$(class name)ContractInvariantMethod when creating a
new method, but users may name their method arbitrarily
and CCBot will find and insert contracts into the correct
method.

6

E VALUATION

In addition to our case studies, we have run CCBot on
several large, popular open source projects including NetwonSoft.Json, NuGet, FluentValidation, and other internal
Microsoft projects. The ability to handle large code bases
written by others demonstrates the robustness of CCBot.
The open source applications were chosen from GitHub
based on popularity (number of stars). The internal Microsoft applications were selected based on their project
members being interested in contracts and source code
availability.

5.2.4 Interface Contracts
When cccheck finds contract violations for an interface,
it finds them in methods of classes that implement the
interface. CCBot needs to locate the interface to determine if
the interface has an existing ContractClassFor or not. CCBot
searches the project for the interface and checks the interface
for the ContractClass attribute. If the attribute exists, then
the ContractClassFor abstract class (which contains the contracts for this interface) already exists and the contracts can
be inserted in the same manner as the contracts described
previously.
If the ContractClass attribute is missing from the interface, CCBot creates a new abstract class to hold the contracts

6.1

Fixed Point Experiment

Given the ability to automatically infer contracts and automatically insert contracts, a natural question arises. Can we
7
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Fig. 3. Fixed point experiment: Insertions, Warnings, and Validated % over iterations for FluentValidation.

keep inferring and inserting new contracts in a loop until
we do not infer any new contracts, i.e., can we reach a fixed
point? In theory, there is no guarantee that a fixed point
will be found, because there is no guarantee adding any
particular contract will decrease the number of warnings.
For example, adding a contract in a method can cause
new warnings to pop up in all its callers. In this manner,
contracts can have a cascading effect that can be witnessed
when inserting contracts manually. This is different from
the compiler warnings a programmer is used to addressing.
Typically, when a programmer fixes a compiler warning, the
length of her list of compiler warnings decreases by (at least)
one. Proof-based static analyzers do not behave the same
way. Adding an annotation to the callee might simply shift
the burden of proof to the caller.
However, we hypothesized that in practice eventually all
methods (and their callee/callers) will be annotated and a
fixed point will be reached. To evaluate this we selected an
open source C# project, FluentValidation, as our test case.
The high-level experiment is relatively simple. We do the
following in a loop:
•
•
•

NuGet.CommandLine

FluentValidation

NewtonSoft.Json

CodeMine.LoaderBase

Domino.Parser

60

RUN TIME (S)

50
40
30
20
10
0
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

KLOC
Fig. 4. CCBot’s runtime versus code size.

run cccheck,
add the annotations with CCBot, and
count the total number of annotations in the code.

terminate either when they have reached a fixed point or
when a timer expires. The runtime of annotating a codebase
is linear in the lines of code as shown by the trend line in
Figure 4. The most costly operation is searching through a
given syntax tree for a method, type, or field. This can be
accomplished naively with a linear scan of the code. The
runtime of CCBot’s transformation on several codebases is
shown in Table 1. From the table, the runtime of CCBot
(measured in seconds) is dwarfed by the runtime of cccheck
(measured in minutes).

Then we check for the stopping condition, i.e., if the total
number of annotations is the same as the previous iteration,
we stop.
We empirically measured a fixed point after three iterations. The fixed point version had 642 annotations and
the warnings from the initial version to the fixed point
reduced from 287 to 94. FluentValidation is around 3,000
lines of code. Figure 3 shows the warnings, annotations,
and percentage of validated contracts over the iterations.
In Figure 3, Iteration 0 is after running cccheck the first time,
but before inserting any new contracts. As the graph shows,
adding new contracts gives ccccheck more information,
thus it can prove more contracts correct. The percentage of
provably correct contracts begins at 82.2% and levels off at
96.1% when the fixed point is reached after three iterations.
6.2

ATF.Core

7

C ASE S TUDIES

To conduct our case studies we began by sorting the open
source C# projects on GitHub by most stars. GitHub users
can star projects they like so star rating is a rough measure
of popularity. From this list we manually filtered for activity
(measured in time since last commit), projects that worked
with Roslyn, and projects that did not require custom build
scripts. Roslyn is under active development and we were
unable to fully open and resolve all references for some
popular projects. CCBot requires the full resolution of all
symbols and references to accurately insert the annotations.

Performance

Compared to the cost of performing more complex static
analyses, the runtime of automatically applying the annotations with CCBot is short. Many static analysis tools
8
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LOC
Insertions
cccheck warnings
Run time (s)
cccheck time (min:s)

Name
Scriptcs
Ninject
MongoDB
Nancy

LOC total
8236
5436
88200
11123

LOC main project
1800
2642
7174
11123

ATF
8128
2130
1150
35.29
14:55

NuGet
2661
467
345
22.74
2:58

FV
NewtonSoft.Json Domino
2912
14081
1867
552
2901
377
287
1564
407
13.31
51.74
17.54
0:44
27:17
0:35
TABLE 1
Runtime performance of CCBot and cccheck.

Requires
67
143
35
447

Ensures Assume Invariant
258
85
23
664
167
9
3776
187
24
2675
208
44
TABLE 2
Case Study Statistics

With our selected set of projects identified, we created
our own Git forks for CCBot to modify. Once the fork is
cloned onto our local machine, the only configuration CCBot
needs are the project and solution file paths. CCBot automatically builds the selected solution and runs cccheck on
the assembly created by the project. It inserts the contracts,
commits the changes to the local repository, and pushes
them to GitHub. In GitHub, we create a pull request that
notifies the project authors we would like to make changes
to their code. The author can accept and merge the changes
with one click. Alternatively, if the author wants to review
the changes she has two main options. She can see the diff
in GitHub or pull the changes to her local machine. On her
local machine she can use all the features of Visual Studio
(or other tools) to investigate all the variables the contracts
reference. These alternatives are much more useful than just
getting a flat list of suggestions which is what existing static
analysis tools provide.

Warnings
290
418
483
1262

CodeMine
1831
494
274
28.27
2:52

Submitted Insertions
16
6
3
2

Accepted
16
6
0
0

are the total number of new contracts of each type inserted
into the code. Note that for evaluation we run cccheck
with its most strict settings. In practice, cccheck has options
the user could set to reduce the size of cccheck’s output
based on heuristics. The “Warnings” column is the number
of warnings that cccheck produced. The warnings are not
necessarily bugs but suggest actions the programmer could
take to give cccheck more information. The “Submitted
Insertions” column is the number of new lines of code we
submitted to the project authors in our pull requests. The
“Accepted” column is how many of those new lines were
merged into the main repository.

7.1

Scriptcs

Scriptcs is an editor and read-eval-print-loop for C# built on
top of Roslyn. It allows interactive editing and execution of
C# code. The project is a little more than two years old, but
still under active development. Scriptcs is the at the time of
writing the 30th most popular C# repository on GitHub. In
total, the repository contains over 8,000 lines of code. The
project maintainers are interested in using static analysis
to improve the quality of their code. They use Coverity,
StyleCop, and Visual Studio’s Code Analysis. Even though
the maintainers have used these tools CCBot found (and
inserted) missing contracts.
The most common missing check (that these other tools
presumably missed) was a null parameter passed to a constructor when the parameter was not dereferenced in the
constructor itself, but it was in one of the class’s methods.
Listing 9 shows an example bug with the new contracts
highlighted in red. The yellow highlighted lines show the
bug. The parameters fileSystem and logger are stored in
fields and then later dereferenced without any null check.
The inserted contracts will cause the code to “fail fast” at
runtime and will display a more informative error message
or cccheck might be able to prove that the parameters will
be null in some case and statically determine the contract is
not satisfied.
In total, we used CCBot to insert 16 new checks for
Scriptcs that were merged into the main repository by the
project authors.

For the purposes of our case studies, we assume the
authors will only accept a pull request that made a small
number of changes. Maintainers are hesitant to accept
changes from a bot. They might not even review a large pull
request that does not meet their contribution guidelines.
To mitigate this issue we manually split the pull requests
into digestible chunks and did not submit them all at once.
While this method does not perfectly match a new users
first experience with CCBot, it allows us to demonstrate
that at least some subset of the contracts inserted with
CCBot are useful to practitioners. There is a social aspect
to contributing to open-source software. We received no
response to our pull request for MongoDB and we can only
guess as to why. However, we were successful in submitting
small easily-reviewed pull requests to other projects.
We submitted changes that looked like unmistakably
missing checks. For example, if a constructor checks two
out of three of its parameters for null but not the other,
the programmer really meant to check all three but forgot.
If the authors truly wanted to adopt CodeContracts they
would accept all the changes and on subsequent runs CCBot
would make far fewer changes as shown by our fixed point
experiment. Detailed statistics for our case studies are show
in Table 2. The first column is the total lines of code in the
entire repository. We only annotated the main project from
each repository. The Requires, Ensures, and Assume columns
9
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public class FilePreProcessor :
IFilePreProcessor
{
...
public FilePreProcessor ( IFileSystem
fileSystem , ILog logger ,
IEnumerable < ILineProcessor >
lineProcessors )
{
Contract.Requires(fileSystem != null);

a delegate (C#’s version of a function pointer) and immediately invoke the delegate. ClusterBuilder has multiple
constructors. The others have a contract to check for null on
the same parameter, so CCBot’s inserted contract fixes the
bug and makes all the constructors have consistent behavior.
At the time of writing the authors have not yet responded
to the pull request.
7.4

Contract.Requires(logger != null);

Nancy is a framework for building HTTP services in C#. It is
a 6 year old project with over 10,000 lines of code. Contributions peaked around 2013, but it is still an active project with
over 20 commits in April 2015. Most of the Nancy code does
parameter validation, but CCBot inserted missing checks for
two parameters in a public constructor. These parameters
were stored in members and later dereferenced without null
checks in other methods. At the time of writing the authors
have not responded to the pull request.

fileSystem = fileSystem;
logger = logger;
_lineProcessors = lineProcessors ;

}

}
public virtual FilePreProcessorResult
ProcessScript ( string script )
{
var scriptLines =
fileSystem.SplitLines(script).ToList();
return Process ( context = >
ParseScript ( scriptLines , context ));
}
protected virtual FilePreProcessorResult
Process ( Action < FileParserContext >
parseAction )
{
Guard . AgainstNullArgument ( " parseAction " ,
parseAction ) ;
var context = new FileParserContext () ;
logger.DebugFormat("Starting pre-processing");
...
}
...

8

Ninject

Ninject is a dependency injector for .NET applications and
is the 32nd most starred project on GitHub. It is over 5,000
lines of code in total and the project started in 2009. It
is still an active project. There were commits in January
2015, but the rate of commits peaked in 2012 and has since
slowed down. Similar to Scriptcs, there were several cases
where a public constructor took a parameter, assigned it to a
member, and later dereferenced the member without a null
check in a method. There was also a bug where a parameter
was immediately dereferenced without any null check. The
project authors accepted and merged six additions across
four different files.
7.3

D ISCUSSIONS

Project authors accepting the new contracts indicated that
the new contracts improve the quality of the code. The
underlying problems could have been found and fixed by
programmers, but they were not. Programmer time is the
most precious resource. The files that CCBot modified in
the case studies typically had not been touched by the
authors for years, so we hypothesize the bugs were there
only because no one had the time to look.
CCBot’s current implementation inserts CodeContracts,
but some projects use other forms of contracts. For these
projects, we transformed all the contracts with a simple string replacement. For example, cccheck suggests the
contract Contract.Requires(foo != null); but Scriptcs
uses contracts of the form Guard.AgainstNullArgument(foo,
‘‘foo’’);. A more automated solution supporting a wider
range of contract transformations is feasible with little additional effort.

Listing 9. An example bug from Scriptcs

7.2

Nancy

8.1

Contract Usage in Practice

We found checking for null to be the most common contract
written by users and inserted by CCBot. This is largely
because dereferencing a pointer is an extremely common
operation in C#.
Other contract types, while fully supported by CCBot,
occur less frequently. For example, CCBot can also insert
contracts that check array bounds. However, in practice, it
is much more common for cccheck to find potential null
pointer dereferences than array out of bounds violations.
With CCBot and cccheck the new version of the code (with
new contracts) is guaranteed to have as many “good” executions as the original code. We need to be absolutely sure
that the new contract holds for all possible executions that
do not crash. Dereferencing a null pointer without a check
always leads to a crash, and is very common, so we insert
many of these contracts.
An array bounds contract could be inserted when a
function’s parameters include an array and an index, and
in the original function body the array is indexed (using

MongoDB C# Driver

The C# driver for MongoDB is a very mature, almost five
years old, project that is very active with many contributors
(24 listed on the project website). It is the 40th most starred
project on GitHub. The contributors are a combination of
MongoDB employees and volunteers. In total the project is
around 80,000 lines of C# code. As we might expect for such
a mature project, cccheck gave relatively few suggestions
for such a large code base. It found missing null checks
in two ClusterBuilder constructors. The constructors take
10
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testing. Continuous Test Generation (CTG) uses a Continuous Integration run to automatically generate new tests for
a given project [20].

the index parameter) without a check. This is not as common in C# as simply dereferencing a pointer, and without more information the contract we can safely insert is
0 ≤ index ≤ array.Length − 1. Since CCBot’s inserted
contracts never remove valid executions, in order to insert
a contract like 0 ≤ index ≤ 5, cccheck has to be able to
determine that the length of the array is never 6 or greater
for any execution. It is common to not have a static upper
bound on a given array.
Further, instead of inserting the bounds check contract
in the function that takes the array and index as parameters, the better approach is to have the function which
calculated the index have a post-condition 0 ≤ result ≤
array.Length − 1. That way, the user does not have to
write the bounds contract in all callers. However, in C#
the common functions that search an array and return an
index are builtin framework functions so the contract should
be inserted into the framework itself, not the code under
analysis. There is a version of the .NET Framework with
contracts available to CodeContracts users.

9

9.2

R ELATED W ORK

There is significant related work in the areas of code review,
design by contraction, automatic repair and specification
generation.
9.1

Design By Contract

There are many existing tools that facilitate design-bycontract. CodeContracts [8] and Spec# [21] add embedded
contracts in .NET languages. Some approaches such as JML
[9] for Java do not embed the contracts in the language itself,
but in comments. This makes rich tooling more difficult.
Eiffel [22] is a language with design by contract at its
core. Though Eiffel’s contracts are dynamically checked,
AutoProof is a research prototype tool that brings static
contract analysis to Eiffel [23].
Contract Inserter (CI) [4] is an IDE plugin that allows
the developer to go through a list of contracts and accept or
reject them one-by-one. Putting a human in the loop makes
CI fundamentally different than CCBot. CI requires manual
effort for every individual contract which is not scalable.
Even more importantly, CI is built on top of Daikon [24]
and is not compatible with cccheck. Daikon has some major
drawbacks relative to cccheck for the automatically applied
static analysis use case. Daikon needs to observe a program
execution and infers likely invariants. This means the contracts suggested by Daikon are only likely to be correct. CI
has to rely on the user to filter out incorrect contracts. It
is a strong requirement to have to execute the program we
want to analyze. Daikon cannot analyze libraries on their
own. CCBot does not need to run the program or rely on
the user to filter incorrect contracts because cccheck is a
static analysis and infers sound invariants. The soundness
property is required to achieve CCBot’s level of robustness.
In the CI case studies, both users said they wanted more
context and better navigation – a more Visual Studio-like
experience. Even though CI is integrated into the IDE it
still pops up as a separate window and suffers from the
“too much switching back and forth” problem [3]. Since CCBot
inserts the contracts automatically into the source, the user
can simply open the Visual Studio project and have all their
usual tools at their disposal. Houdini [25] is a tool similar to
Contract Inserter for ESC/Java [26] that presents potential
contracts to the user in a specialized GUI. CCBot is able
insert contracts into generic interfaces, but CI cannot.
Surveys have measured how contracts are used in practice by analysing a sample of large projects [6], [5]. To
summarize their findings, when programmers write code in
design-by-contract languages, contracts comprise a significant portion of the code – about 33% of program elements
(classes, methods, etc.) and about 5% of all lines of code.
These results show that automated tools for handling contracts in bulk will aid contract based verification.

Review and Test Tools

CCBot, was originally conceived as an automatic code review tool. Previous work has examined the effectiveness of
combining static analysis with code reviews [17]. CCBot was
designed to prevent the problem the studies identified of the
programmers removing or ignoring many of the warnings.
Khasiana [18] is an online portal that provides static
analysis tools as a service. It eliminates the need for each
user to download and install the tools. However, the output
is a report the user must read and manually address.
Tricorder [19] is a program analysis platform that integrates multiple program analyses with an emphasis on
usage metrics and scalability.
A key differentiator between CCBot and these platforms
is that since CCBot makes the modifications to the code
directly, the user can use whatever tool she chooses to
review the changes. The Tricorder user tracking found that
users would often bounce back to their own editor to apply
fixes. Even when these tools offer fixes, they do not provide
CCBot’s strong guarantees. CCBot guarantees that the fixes
it applies never remove valid executions of the original code.
Commercial analyzers such as Coverity and Klockwork3
offer their own IDE plugins, which can mitigate the problem
of switching back and forth between the analysis results and
the code. However, these plugins require the use of a specific
IDE while CCBot can integrate into any workflow. Further,
these IDE plugins usually provide a list of problem locations, but do not modify the code itself. CCBot automatically
applies the suggestions from its analyzer with correctness
guarantees.
Previous work has identified Continuous Integration test
execution as an opportunity to do additional analysis and

9.3

Automatic Repair

CCBot is an extension of previous work that presented the
concept of verified repair at the source code level [10],
but previous work integrated the repairs into the Visual
Studio IDE. CCBot is the first implementation of totally
automatically carrying out this type of program repair.
Automatic program repair is a well-researched topic.
One approach is to use Evolutionary Computation (EC) to

3. http://www.klocwork.com/
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the clients’ aggregate behavior should define the library’s
preconditions.

find a repaired version of the program that meets some
fitness criteria. These approaches modify the binary or
source and require: i) input data, ii) execution trace of
the program, and iii) a test suite or fitness metric that
successfully differentiates versions of the program with
the bug from those without the bug. An example of this
type of tool is ClearView [27]. This approach has even
been proposed to using multiple cooperating embedded
devices [28]. GenProg is an EC based approach that works
at the source level through patches [29]. While EC based
approaches can construct much more complex fixes than
CCBot, they run into a fundamental problem that their fixes
only optimize for the fitness criteria and not other factors
that are important to programmers. The neglected factors
include performance, memory usage, readability, and maintainability. Some approaches propose on-the-fly patching of
programs [30].
AutoFix-E [31] is an automatic bug fixer for Eiffel. It
relies upon an automated random testing framework AutoTest [32] to discover a trace of the program that triggers a
bug first before creating the fix.
ReAssert [33] is a tool for automatically repairing unit
tests. The use case is that the developer makes a (correct)
change to her application, but the change breaks a test
case. In this case she must fix the test case, and ReAssert
is designed to do that automatically.
Previous work has attempted automatic repairs of clientserver programs using differential repairs [34]. The assumption is that the client and server should have the same
functionality so they act as a specification for each.
Works on recommended refactorings [35] [36] are similar
to CCBot in that they generate new code to be added.
CCBot is different from these approaches in that the only
information CCBot needs is the code and its goals are
different. Recommended refactorings typically i) rely on
feedback from the programmer to rank recommendations or
a training set of existing refactorings and ii) try to improve
code organization rather than correct specific bugs. Similarly, statistical bug finders try to use a historical database
of bugs to find new ones.
9.4

10

A standardized format for warnings and annotations would
greatly increase the flexibility and utility of CCBot. CCBot
could take the output of any sound static analysis and
automatically rewrite the analyzed code.
Along the same lines, generalizing CCBot to other languages is another direction for future work. In particular,
Java with JML [9] is an interesting candidate. The main
interface requirements for CCBot are i) starting the analysis,
ii) gathering the results from the analysis and iii) applying
the results to the source code. For C# and CodeContracts,
the contracts themselves are valid C# code. CCBot starts
the analysis (cccheck) by providing an assembly with the
compiled code, including contracts. Then cccheck reports
back the results in XML and CCBot uses the Roslyn C#
compiler to apply the suggestions. Extending CCBot to support JML would be significantly different, as JML contracts
are written as specially formatted comments. A different
method would be needed to extract and insert the contracts.
In order to be robust, the extension would require tooling
to parse JML contracts and match the program elements to
the suggestions from the analyser. It would be tempting to
simply copy-and-paste the suggestions from the analyser
into the program, since the JML contracts are just comments
and would never break the compilation. However, in our
experience, analyzers report where the error is, not which
lines of code should change. The problem is worsened when
the analyzer works over some other representation of the
program than the source code (e.g., abstract syntax tree,
intermediate representation, etc.). For these reasons, we envision that the JML extension would need some method of
identifying program elements (classes, methods, interfaces,
etc) rather than doing simple text manipulation. Fortunately,
Java has excellent tooling and many analyzers exist for JML
that the extension could use. The main hurdle would be
that the representation of the contracts in CodeContracts
and JML is significantly different.
Unfortunately there are multiple tools which compete
with CodeContracts that implement design-by-contract for
C#. CCBot could be extended to insert user contracts in
a user-specified format. Some projects even create their
own stripped-down contract framework. Even though the
solutions end up being semantically equivalent, they use
different method and class names so CCBot should be
extended to support other implementations.
Cccheck cannot always generate a fix for each bug it
finds. In this case it produces a warning and CCBot cannot
insert that warning because it is not C# code. The Microsoft
internal version of CCBot uses a code review tool called
CodeFlow to present the warnings to the user, but in future
work we could develop a tool-agnostic way of presenting
warnings.

Bug Finding

Though CCBot is coupled with cccheck [8] many automatic
bug finding tools (both static and dynamic) exist. There are
many subcategories such as model checkers and symbolic
execution (e.g. Symbolic PathFinder [37]), automated test
generators (e.g. EvoSuite [38]), and statistical or pattern
matching bug finders (e.g. FindBugs [39]).
An industry study found that dynamic tools are less
widely used than static tools (like CCBot) [40].
9.5

F UTURE W ORK

Specification Generation

Cccheck tries to infer a specification (invariants, pre- and
post-conditions, etc.) statically. Many approaches try to infer
such a specification by observing a program execution [24]
[41], by symbol elimination [42] and by many other static
and dynamic techniques.
Another proposed approach to finding preconditions is
mining software repositories [43]. This approach requires
a corpus of libraries and clients. The assumption is that

11

C ONCLUSIONS

In this work we have proposed a mechanism for automatic
contract insertion and our implementation of it, CCBot.
12
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CCBot alleviates the static analysis tool “too many annotations” problem by automatically inserting annotations at
the semantically correct location. The programmer receives
an instrumented version of her original code that can be
accepted into the main repository or tested with almost
no effort. CCBot can instrument a large existing codebase
with minimal programmer effort, but it works just as well
incrementally with codebases that already have some contracts. Because CCBot uses contracts inferred by cccheck all
the inserted contracts are sound. We have demonstrated
CCBot’s efficiency and robustness by running it on large,
real codebases. This shows CCBot is a usable tool for real
projects and programmers and not simply a research prototype. Our success with mitigating bugs in open source
projects and getting 22 new contracts merged into the main
repositories sets CCBot apart from other tools that merely
find bugs.
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